Wolverine, Storm, and Cyclops are __
Green __ and his sidekick Speedy protected Star City
Red-costumed superhero with speedy talents
New style Japanese Anime comics are also called __
Batman's alter ego, Bruce __
Batman's butler
The Joker, The Riddler and Two-Face have all faced off against __
DC Comics created the Justice __ of America
__ Comics was once known as Timely Comics
French comic book character by Herge
Beast Boy, Cyborg, Robin and Wonder Girl are part of the Teen __
Green Lantern's ring was all powerful, except against the color __
Captain __ started out fighting Nazis
Superhero born in Atlantis
__'s wings and boots get their bird-like powers from an alien metal
Archie, Veronica, Reggie, Betty and __
__ created Spiderman and The Hulk, among others
Halle Berry portrayed this feline superhero in 2004
In Star Wars Dark Empire, Luke Skywalker falls to the __ __
Superman's longtime love and eventual wife
Clark Kent's alter ego
__ aka Matt Murdock was played by Ben Affleck in the 2003 movie
Marvel published Star Wars comics in the 1970s, now they are by __ __
The Human Torch, Invisible Woman, The Thing and Mr. __
__ was one of Superman's many enemies
Famous web-slinger
Bruce Banner's alter ego: The __ Hulk
Known for her bulletproof bracelets, lasso, and invisible jet
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